**PREAMBLE:**

The need of the hour is to harness natural resources and optimize usage of materials that cause damage to nature, which in a word means Sustainability. Sustainable environments that are possible adopting sustainable methods, measures of planning and architecture. This stands out to be a great challenge to Architects and Planners in the present day. An Architect can be creative and a planner more rational as long as the focus is not shifted. The focus is to DECODE NATURE. Nature gives the solution for everything. But we need to decode nature to understand nature. This particular TTP is programmed to explore the ideas to achieve sustainability. Methods and practices of construction, Architectural Design concepts, Choice of Materials, climate responsive approaches etc, that help support nature, propagate healthy living standards. The program dwells on new technological advances that can build a strong bond between nature and the human beings. Millions of Sqm is constructed day by day and year by year, but how much of it is supportive and how much damaging to nature. The Program invites people with innovative technologies and professionals (Architects and Planners) with creative ideas to deliberate and demonstrate practices that bring together sustainable environments that can build and protect future.

**RESOURCES PERSONS:**

- Er. Vishwanath S, Water Conservation Expert, Founder and Director of Biome Solutions, Bangalore.
- Ar. Bharath Gowda, Architect, Structural Engineer & Technologist, Bangalore.
- Ar. Indranil Bhattacharya, Sustainable Architect(Specialist Industrial Building Design)
- Ar. Jayaram Kumar, Architect, Academician. Famous for mobile building construction, Bangalore.
- Ar. Meghana Dutta, LEED accredited Architect, Founding Partner Of The Firm Studio Decode, Bangalore.
- Shri. S.V. Kamath, Regional Chief HUDCO, Bangalore.

**REGISTRATION PROCESS:**

Colleges who have registered with Council of Architecture under the Collaborative Training Programme by payment of training fee in advance, proportionate to their average intake, can nominate teachers to participate in this programme. The nominated teachers can register for this programme by filling up the attached application form and mail it back on ttcoatrc.pune@gmail.com, directorcoatrc.pune@gmail.com, harshalatha.156@gmail.com, and likhita.a@gmail.com.

Only in case nominated teachers registered for this programme require provision of accommodation, the facility of accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast and dinner for five days can be availed of payment of Rs. 5,000/- per head by online payment/bank challan.

Teachers/ architects other than those nominated by schools of architecture, desirous of participating in this training programme, may register by filing up the attached application form and mailing it back along with a scanned image of the DD towards registration fees on ttcoatrc.pune@gmail.com, directorcoatrc.pune@gmail.com, harshalatha.156@gmail.com, and likhita.a@gmail.com.

Registration fees:

- Rs. 10,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material and lunch + site visit if scheduled)
- Rs. 15,000/- (inclusive of delegate kit, course material, accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast, lunch & dinner + site visits if scheduled)

For Online Payment/Bank Challan please follow the following link: https://www.onlinesbi.com/sbicollect/icollecthome.htm?corpiD=872531

Kindly send the hard copy of registration form and receipt of online payment/bank challan (as applicable) on the following address for the confirmation of participation:

**Prof. Jayashree Deshpande,** Director, Council of Architecture Training & Research Centre 2nd floor, A-4(B), Abhimanshree, Off Pashan Rd, Behind Volkswagen Pune West Showroom, Pune – 411008, Maharashtra, India. Telephone : 020-6573-1088

**Patrons:**

- Dr. Hemachandra Sagar, Chairman DSI, Chancellor DSU.
- Dr. D. Premachandra Sagar, Vice Chairman & CEO, DSI
- Sri. Galiswamy, Secretary, DSI

**Conveners:**

- Dr. B.R. Lakshmikantha, Principal, DSATM.
- Dr. C. Nandini, Vice-Principal, DSATM.
- Dr. Sumitra Devi K.A, Dean Academics, DSATM.
- Prof. Gaddam D Ramesh, Director, SOA-DSATM